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FOREWORD 
This paper has been motivated by the need to develop soft- 
ware and methods for analyzing, modifying and restructuring 
data on world trade in the Forest Sector Project. The paper 
outlines a system of approaches to (i) modifying, correcting, 
and aggregating initial data on bilateral trade flows and (ii) 
disaggregating aggregate flows obtained from model projections. 
The approaches suggested have their origin in experiences with 
multiregional modeling. The computer programs corresponding 
to the methods described in the paper have been, and are being, 
further developed by Alexander Sarkisov who participated in the 
Regional and Urban Development Group within the YSSP program. 
Bdrje Johansson 
Actlng Leader 
Regional & Urban Development Group 
October, 1983 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Trade Flows, Differentiated Competition and Aggregation 
This paper is concerned with problems related to the analy- 
sis of trade matrices describing bilateral trade flows and 
associated price and transportation costs structures. Models 
for generating scenarios of trade patterns have to be formulated 
in terms of aggregate trade matrices in order to be computation- 
ally tractable. Such aggregation is accomplished by forming 
groups of commodities (commodity groups) and groups of countries 
(regions). The aggregate structure should ideally have groups 
which are as homogenous as possible. This is important for 
three reasons: (i) to make the model more reliable, (ii) to 
make it possible to interpret model results in a reasonable way, and 
(if11 eventually to disaggregate the model results into a finer 
commodity classification and regional partitioning. 
This problem of aggregation-disaggregation is a general 
problem in trade analysis, since all commodity classifications 
refer to non-homogenous products and all regions are non- 
homogenous spatial aggregates. Moreover, the analysis of trade 
flows brings product differentiation and differentiated competi- 
tion into focus. According to the classical analysis of Robinson 
(1933) and Chamberlin (1933) every bilateral flow should be 
looked opon as a differentiated commodity, which implies that 
prices potentially should be considered as link-specific. 
Another related issue concerns product development which may 
imply that a commodity group may contain components which change 
quality and attributes while others remain unchanged over time. 
The kind of problems mentioned above are discussed in this 
paper both from the viewpoint of methods for (i) disaggregating 
model results and (ii) analyzing historical data in order to 
create meaningful aggregation schemes. 
1.2 Data Analysis and Data Modification Systems 
The earlier introduction motivates the need for a data 
processing system which can be used to modify and restructure 
a data base. Moreover, such a data base is often created from 
many different sources which means that the data analysis and 
data processing must solve problems of consistency. In particu- 
lar, the reshaping of data should be problem-specific in order 
to be purposeful. Since the same data base may be used for 
several different problems, there is a need for a flexible data 
processing system which can transform the original data to a 
problem-relevant form (compare Johansson & MarksjC), 1983). This 
is described in Figure I .  
RAW DATA FROM AVAILABLE 
STATISTICAL SOURCES 
DATA MODIFICATION SYSTEM : 
(1) Analysis of raw data 
(2) Transformation of raw 
data into new data 
configurations 
MODIFIED PROBLEM-SPECIFIC 
Figure 1. Scheme for data transformation. 
The analysis in the paper is based on experiences with the 
Data Modification System which is currently being developed in 
the Institute for Systems Studies in Moscow (USSR), (Eritkov, V., 
Sarkisov, A., 1983). Such a system may be described as 
an interactive artificial intelligence system which is based on 
an ambition to use a language which is close to the natural 
language related to the given or specified problem. The main 
operations of such a system are: (i) consistency checking, 
(ii) classification, (iii) solving for missing information, 
(iv) aggregation and disaggregation, etc. Those operations may 
be summarized by the notions data processing and preliminary 
data analysis. 
The presentation also refers to recent results as regards 
aggregation analysis (Batten, 1982; Roy, Batten E Lesse, 1982; 
Lesse, Batty & Batten, 1983). Several of the procedures pro- 
posed rely on the existence of algorithms of the type described 
in Eriksson (1981), Andersson E Persson (1982), and Batten (1982). 
Moreover, the approaches described are related to Swedish 
experiences of creating flexible multiregional information 
systems (Johansson E Marksjb, 1983). 
The problem analyzed in the paper is illustrated in Figure 
2, where xrS denotes delivery of commodity i from country r to i 
country sf and where x!' has a similar interpretation for 
aggregates 13i, R3r and S3s 
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MODEL OUTCOME IN 
AGGREGATE FORM 
Figure 2. Principal procedure for carrying out aggregation- 
modeling-disaggregation. 
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2. AGGREGATION AND DISAGGREGATION OF SPATIAL COMMODITY FLOWS 
2.1 Specification of Commodity Flows and Composition of 
Aggregates 
We are studying trade flows of commodities between regions. 
Our analysis refers in particular to models of world trade, in 
which a region is a group of countries and a commodity is a 
group of non-identical traded products. A commodity flow is 
specified in three basic dimensions by: 
(a) a commodity i n d e x ,  i, signifying to 
which product class the flow refers 
(b) an o r i g i n  i n d e x ,  r, signifying from 
which region the flow is delivered 
(exported) 
(c) a d e s t i n a t i o n  i n d e x ,  s, signifying 
to which region the flow is delivered 
(i.e., into which region it is imported) 
As a point of reference we shall introduce a specification 
of commodities which we call the most disaggregated. This 
specification consists of (i) the index set for commodities 
iEII, (ii) exporting regions rEIR , and (iii) importing regions 
sE7R. Subsets af these indices are denoted by ICII, RCIR, and 
SCIR. We shall use I, R, and S to denote sets as well as index 
numbers. In the first case we can write 1E{I,,...,In} where 
IiCII; RE{R,,...,R~} where RiCIR; and sE{S~,....,S~} where SiCIR. 
In the second case we have I=l, ..., n; R=l, ..., m; and S=l, ..., k. 
With this we define 
An aggregation scheme I=l, ..., n, r=l, ..., m, 
and s=l, ..., k is complete if simultaneously 
U{Ij : 1 . n = 1 I : j=l ,..., n} = @ 
UiRj : 
(2.1) 
j=1.. l = IR , R : j=l, ..., n} = @ j 
. j=l, ..., k) = IR,  IS : j=l ,..., n} = @ U{s j j 
Trade flows between origin, r or R, and destination, s or 
S, can be measured in quantity terms, signified by x, value 
terms at the origin, signified by V, value terms at the destina- 
tion, signified by W. Using the indexation in (2.1), a trade flow 
can be characterized by (xrs,vi rs , g S )  or x RS v RS 7 . ~ e t  
rs 
1 
c and c;' denote unit transportation costs for the links i 
(r, s) and (R,S) . Then we can derive an upper value for trans- 
portation costs as follows: 
Consider now that we have a model with which we are genera- 
ting projections (scenarios, forecasts, etc.) for aggregate 
trade flows (I,R,S). We want these flows to represent the 
individual disaggregate flows which cannot or should not be studied 
directly. The reason for this may be that the size of a disaggre- 
gated nodel is intractable, and/or that invariances as regards 
the behavior of the system are more significant in an aggregate 
form. Our desire is to construct aggregation schemes that make 
it possible to disaggregate the projections which we obtain 
from our model. We also want to know which additional informa- 
tion we need to perform the disaggregation. Moreover, even if 
no disaggregation is carried through, we need conceptual models 
to interpret aggregate projections, to evaluate uncertainties 
and pertinent information distortions that are due to the aggre- 
gation. 
We shall not attempt to provide any definite solutions to 
the problems mentioned above. Instead we shall examine the 
possibilities of utilizing a data modification system and 
associated methodsfor analyzing data and constructing aggregation 
schemes which are designed for each specific problem. 
With regard to spatial aggregation we may identify the 
following forms: 
where xR* and xiS represent total supply in region R, and total 
1 1 
demand in region S. Commodity aggregation takes the form 
The remaining forms of aggregation are obtained by combining 
(2.6) with (2.3)-(2.5). 
2.2 Composition of Regional Commodity Groups 
The most disaggregate form of regional commodities as given 
r* - rs by (2.4) and (2.5) is xi 
- Isxi and xfS = Lrxi rS, where the first 
denotes regional supply (at origin r) and the second regional 
demand (at destination s). We should observe that in practice 
r * 
x is an aggregate summarizing the supply of different i 
firms whose products have non-identical attributes; they may 
differ with regard to technical characteristics, but also in 
terms of logistics, guarantee of quality provided by a good 
name, quickness of service, length of credit, advertisement, etc., 
(compare Robinson, 1933). These aspects become even more evi- 
dent when we are forming commodity aggregates 
Using the same type of summation as in (2.7) and (2.8) we 
*k *k *k 
can form the price variables $;* = $*/xi* and w = WI /xI . I 
If there is no price dispersion and competition is perfect the 
r 
regional price, pI, satisfies the "ideal" condition 1 )  
1)In order to avoid a jungle of notations we only consider 
(throughout the paper) prices which are obtained after the effects 
of tariffs and the like have been removed. 
In order to draw conclusions about regional prices of indi- 
r 
vidual products, pi, from observations of pr we must use some I ' 
assumption about the aggregate commodity I. One may, e.g., 
assume that I is a composite commodity, which has the following 
meaning 
Let t denote time. Then a commodity group I 
is a composite commodity if for every iEI there 
w (2.10) 
exists a positive time-invariant scalar a: such 
r that we have p. (t) = ar pr(t). 3 3 1 
Suppose that products are developed over time so that the 
attributes of commodity jEI are changed in such a way that the 
quality is improved. This might give rise to a change process 
in which ar(t) increases over time. For another commodity iE1 we 
J 
may simultaneously observe that a: (t) gradually decreases over 
time. From this we may define 
The commodity group I is a composite commodity 
in a weak sense if for each iEI there exist known 
r r 
(2.11) 




Suppose that we have information about the two aggregates 
r* 
v and x:* and want to decompose this information into the I 
disaggregated elements vr* and xf*, where v:* may be regarded as 
a proxy for p:. In order to carry through the decomposition we 
need the following strong condition 
A commodity group I is regionally decomposable 
if for each iEI there exists a pair of known 
functions (a: (t) ,b; (t) ) such that 
r r (iii) Lai (t)B (t) = 1 and lBr (t) = 1. 
i i 1 
where condition (iii) is a result of the simultaneous fulfilment 
of (i) and (ii). 
r* r* Let V, (t) and x, (t) be forecasted values. It means that 
I I 
r* r* the regional price of commodity I is known, vr* (t) = VI (t) /xI (t) , 
- I 
and can serve as a proxy for p;(t). Consider then the case when 
we assume I to be a composite commodity in the weak sense (ar(t) 
I 
are known functions of time). If for this case we also have 
information (or introduce assumptions) about the maximum supply 
capacity for individual products ~i(t) then the fact that values 
r B (t) 0 and EBf = 1 and thus can be considered as probability i 
distributions, allows us to use the information theory approach 
A r to calculate the most probable values of B f (t) = B (t) by solv- 
ing for any fixed time point the following minimization problem: 1) 
r Min EB f log B 
i 
Observe that in this case we know cost functions of individual 
products pi (t) = at (t) (t) . 
Now for the same forecasted values consider the case when 
the sectoral change paths f3f (t) and additional information about 
r 
maximum price values for individual products p.(max) are given. 
1 
If we substitute new variables <f (t) for ars so that <f (t) = i 
af (t) B (t) then the condition for regional decomposition of 1 
commodity I can be rewritten: 
1 ) The solution to (2.3 3) could also be called "maximally 
non-committed with regard to missing information" (Jaynes, 1957). 
r* r r (ii) xi (t) = B i(t) xI (t) 
(iii) Eci(t) = 1 and r ZBi(t) = 1 
The fact that Si(t) = cxi(t) Bi(t) - > 0 and Gci(t) = 1 to- 
1 
gether with the above mentioned assumptions again allows us to 
use the information theory methodology to calculate the most 
probable values ci (t) = ti (t) (and thus ai (t) = ii (t) ) by 
solving at any fixed time point the following minimization prob- 
lem : 
Min 8.5; log 5 ;  
; 
2.3 Composition of Trade Flows 
Consider the trade flows originating from region r. As 
far as quality requirements and demand for attributes differ 
in two specific destination regions, s and k, we should in 
rk 2) general expect x:' to have a composition different from xI . 
Such a differentiation of flows is a natural extension of the 
heterogeneity of regional commodities x:* as described in 
section 2.2. 
2) The difference in composition means, e.g., that 
Referring to formulae (2.2), (2.3) and (2.9) we shall 
assume that wrS and vrS are measured in such a way that flow 
rs 
, can be calculated as prs = vrs/xfs = \~:~/xr~ - c rs prices I Pi 
rs rs 
i 
Using the notation wfS = Wi /xi we shall examine the following 
four types of flow prices: 
In Figure 3 we describe some of the possible disaggrega- 
tion schemes that may be applied to an aggregate flow (I,R,S) 
- - - - - 
characterized by p!S and x RS The boxes in the figure with I ' 
double borderlines indicate those levels of disaggregation on 
which our interest will be concentrated. 
Let us illustrate the process of disaggregation by examin- 
ing the following two cases: 
where {p!S ,x;') represents the outcome of a model projection 
for a future point in time. 
Suppose that additional information which has not been 
utilized in the model projection is available. With regard to 
case (i), let this information be 
0 
-RS An a priori probability distribution B i  , 
indicating the expected likelihood that an 
arbitrary element in the flow x;' belongs to 
commodity category i. 
0 
RS Estimates of transportation costs c; . 
I 
0 RS - Price scenarios p; - uRSp~S for individual 
l%s I I 
commodity flows xi . 
Given this information, we may apply a minimum informa- 
RS - tion principle to calculate the most probable values B i   
RS RS ) This procedure may be summarized by the follow- = Xi /xl . 
ing Lagrange function 
RS RS RS 
L = EOi log O!S/cqS +hzfii (1-ai ) + 
i 
1 ) Compare Snickars and Weibull (1 977)  . 
This yields the solution 
-RS RS 
'i exp {A ai -yc:'} pRS = 
i LB~' exp {A aqs-ycqs 1 
An analogous approach with regard to case (ii) yields 
8:' exp {A a:s-yc:s~ 
Brs = 
I L 68:' exp {A a:S-yc:S I 
rs 
Formulae (2.16) and (2.17) illustrate how alternative price 
scenarios affect the B ;'- and B qS-distributions which are com- 
patible with a given aggregate projection. 
3. HOMOGENEITY OF GROUPS IN AGGREGATION SCHEMES 
An aggregation scheme consists of groups formed with regard 
to characteristics in three dimensions (i,r,s) where iEII and 
r,s,EIR. As described in (2.1) a group is identified by a triple 
( I R I S )  A purposeful aggregation has to be constructed on the 
basis of a set of criteria, which is selected contingent on the 
modeling purpose. Eere we shall confine the discussion to 
criteria which require that each group is homogenous in a problem- 
specific sense. Since we are considering projections into the 
future of aggregate flows x:'. we want the homogeneity property 
of the elements xf where i , r , s I , R , S , to be approximately 
time invariant. 
3.1 Direct and Generalized Commodity Homogeneity 
In section 2.2 regional commodity groups were introduced. 
From (2.7) and (2.8) we can define 
Homogeneity may be seen as a key to disaggregation of 
observed or known aggregates. For a regional supply group 
(IfRf*) we may consider the following criterion: 
Input homogeneity: this type of homogeneity is 
satisfied if the input coefficient vector of (3.2) 
every good iEI is proportional to the aggregate 
input vector referring to I as a whole. 
Condition (3.2) implies that cost conditions are similar 
for all iEI. It is easy to see that this condition only can be 
fulfilled if either (i) input coefficients are constant or (ii) 
production levels are proportional so that every ratio 
xq*/x;* is constant. 
For a regional demand group (I,*,S) we may consider two 
types of criteria. The first requires that all iEI are "decom- 
posable substitutes" in the sense specified below. The other 
requires that the goods iEI are "decomposable complements". 
Observation I :  Suppose that all iEI are perfect 
substitutes in the sense that there is only one 
market price w *' Then the goods are decomposable I ' 
substitutes if there exist separable functions 
S g: such that xIS = gi(wrS) for each iE1. If this 
is fulfilled all information about the disaggre- 
gation scheme is contained in w *S I ' 
Observation 2: Suppose that all goods iEI are 
perfect complements in that there exist coef- 
f icients such that 6 IS = X ~ ~ / X ; ~ .  These dif- i 
ferent goods are decomposable complements if 
there exist separable functions fs such that 
I 
w*' = f: (XI') . If this is satisfied all i 
information about { X ~ ~ , W * ~ }  is contained in 
*S 1 
X~ ' 
Consider now the problem of aggregating commodities to a 
group I in such a way that the flow (R,S) is decomposable. 
aJ 
U k 3  
a d  a d  0 
k r d r l  
a a w  
RS 
= Corr (xi (t),xgs(t)) for t given 
IR,s) 
RS (RIS) = Corr(xi (t) ,xRS(t)) for (R,S) given 
'ij 
~ E T  j 
and analogously for pqj (t) and p a(R,S) i j 
Observation 4: Let i, jEI. If and n RS j 
are time invariant, p,, a(R1S) will be close to 
J-J 
one. If a!S and aRSare time invariant for j 
each pair R,S in a complete spatial parti- 
a tioning of iR x iR , p,, will be close to 
J-J 
a close to unity one. Observe finally that pij 
does not imply time invariance of aSS and 
RS 
a .  j 
The first part of Observati~n 4 is self-evident. The 
second part is obvious if we note that pRs(t) and pys(t) are 
perfectly ccrrelated if pqs (t) = aipI RS(t; + b and pdS(t) = 
RS 1) j 
= a .P 
1 1  (t) + b. Eowever, aRS(t) = ai + b/p;S(t) will be time i 
invariant only if pRS (t) is constant. I 
Observation 5: The conclusions in Observation 
4 are also true when B is substituted for a. 
Observation 6: Suppose that there is a time 
RS invariant relation between BRS (t) and 8 (t) 1 I 
such that B qs (t) = b. .B RS (t) holds approxi- 
11 j 
mately for bij fixed. Then pi. (RrS) will be 
close to unity. Similarly, pq!'") will be 
RS 
close to unity if ai (t) = a.:iRS (t) holds 
11 j - - 
approximately over time for aij fixed. 
The conclusions in Observation 6 are obvious, since if 
xRS(t) 1 = ~ ~ ~ ( t ) x ; ~ ( t )  1 for each iEI, then xRS(t)/x?'(t) = l/bij j 
if i,j€I. 
1 )  This type of rel~&ion can only be valid when pRS is 
constrained to satisfy p > IT for some IT > 0. I I - 
Obviously we can also establish other forms of correlation 
-RSfRS 
and tine-invariant properties. For example, if 6:' (t) = B (t) 
-RSfRS 
and gRS(t) = B j j (t), then we can examine the correlation i 
between fqs (t) and fRS (t) , which is perfect if, for example, 
3 
fqs(t) = l/fqs (t) . 
We may remark that the property of flow homogeneity has been 
transformed to find commodity groups within which there is a 
strong correlation between BRS- and aqS-coefficients or time pat- i 
terns of such coefficients, respectively. 
3.2 Procedures for Creating Commodity Groups 
We shall describe a step-wise hierarchical procedure which 
starts from the fine level of commodity classification. In a 
first step each link (r,s) is examined. For each such link 
I 
commodities are combined into commodity groups { I (r , s) , . . . , 
r s  = I r s ) .  Such a constellation of commodity groups 
is called a commodity classification. 
In the subsequent step exporting regions r which have 
"similar" classifications are grouped together which generates 
new link pairs (R,s). Each such pair contains a set of classi- 
fications I(R,s) = {I(r,s):rE~) which are similar but not neces- 
sarily identical. The final step of the exporter-based aggre- 
gation consists of finding for each pair (R,s) one single classi- 
fication I*(R,s) which can represent the set I(R,s) in a satis- 
factory way. 
The three steps consist of finding (i) I (r,s), (ii) I (R,s) , 
and ( i )  I* (RS) . Before this a correlation matrix {pf is 
calculated for each given pair (r,s) and expressing the corre- 
lation between all possible pairs i,jEII. Referring to (3.6) 
6 (r,~) we can calculate two versions of this matrix, namely pij 
and p a(r,s) 2) ij 
The objective is now to utilise the information in the 
correlation matrix for a given pair (r,s) in order to form 
groups containing commodities which strongly correlate with each 
1) This procedure may also start with already spatially 
aggregated links (R,S) as in Secton 3.1. 
2) Naturally it is also possible to calculate similar cor- 
relation coefficients with regard to transportation costs. 
other. The following procedure will be outlined. We are 
* 
searching for a threshold value p  such that all pairs which 
* 
simultaneously have pairwise values pij 2 p  are included in 
* 
the same group. Selecting p  = 1 means that the number of 
groups equals the total number of commodities. Reciprocally, 
* 
selecting p  = 0 allows all commodities to be clustered together 
in one single group. In Figure 4 we have illustrated how the 
number of groups in a classification varies with the selection 
of a threshold value. The depicted curve makes a "jump" 
* *  
around the critical value p  , i.e., in the neighbourhood of 
* *  * 
p  curve N ( p  ) has a significantly steeper slope than elsewhere; 
* * 
A7(p ) expresses the number of groups obtained when p  is selected. 
* 
p  = Threshold 
value 
Figure A. Number of groups in a classification as a 
function of p * .  
A desirable solution to the approach described in Figure 
* *  
4 is obtained if we can find p  which is close to one and 
which at the same time corresponds to a small number of groups 
* 
in the classification. If the function N ( p  ) increases without 
* 
I1jurnpst~, for example, when N [p  ) has an almost constant first 
derivative, an exogenously determined compromise between the 
* * 
value of N ( p  ) and p  has to be utilized. 
J:< * 
Suppose that p  has been selected. Then the following 
approach may be applied: 1 )  
1)Instead of this heuristic approach one may consider 
techniques like factor analysis. 
o Commodity i is compared with all j # it and 
* 
we select all j such that pf; 2 p ; these j's 
form a group I together with-i. 
o Another commodity k 9 I is selected and the 
process is repeated. 
With this procedure we have obtained one commodity classi- 
fication I (r, s) for each pair (r, s) , r, SEW . 
The next step consists in bringing links (r,s) and (k,s) 
together in an export-related aggregate (R,s); the criterion 
for such spatial "clustering" of export regions (.for given 
import region, s) is that the classifications I (k,s) and I (r,s) 
are similar for r,kER. In order to obtain a measure of simi- 
larity we first define 
1 if commodity i and j belong to the 
same group according to classification 
eks = 
i j I(k,s) (3.7) 
- 
0 otherwise 
Hence, eks = 1 if it jEI and IEI (kt s) . With this auxiliary 
1 3  
variable we may calculate the distance between two classifica- 
tions I (k,s) and I (r,s) as follows 
Once these distances have been determined we may apply the 
same technique as was outlined for the correlation coefficients, 
and illustrated in Figure 4. The outcome will be (R,s)-specific 
commodity classifications as illustrated in Figure 5. 
Our next task is to further compare the individual classi- 
fications ~(.r,s)€I(R,s) , where rER. On the basis of such a 
comparison we shall construct for each pair (R,s) a universal 
* 
classificationI(R,s) which will be used as a representative 
classification for (R,s). This is accomplished by solving the 
following optimization problem: 1) 
1) The algorithm for solving this problem is outlined in 
Section 4.1. 
\ Importers 1 
Exporters: 
1 
Figure 5. Illustration of I(R,s) and its elements I(r,s) 
for each importer s. 
* Min D ; C d[I*(R,s),I(r,s)] = D 
{I (R,s)) rER 
When this is solved we have obtained one classification 
for each pair (R, s) . 
At this stage we may identify a final aggregation problem 
which consists in forming groups of importers into importing 
regions. The outcome is pairs (R,S) and corresponding universal 
commodity classifications I*(R,S), such that individual importers 
sES are similar both with regard to exporter linkages and com- 
modity classifications. 
It should be observed that the hierarchical procedure makes 
it possible to collect structural information at each step of 
the procedure. Note also, that the aggregation may utilize more 
than one characteristic per link. Two such characteristics are 
the a- and B -coefficients as defined in (2.12) and (3.3) . Still 
one more characteristic is the transportation coefficients crS 
i introduced in (2.2 ) . 
3.3 Regional Aggregation with Given Commodity Groups 
Consider the case of a given commodity i, or a given com- 
modity group I. In the latter case we may, for example, perceive 
I as a group formed with all i and j such that each 
a has a high value, where p is the price correlation coefficient i j 
defined in (3.4). 
In this subsection we restrict our analysis to one given 
commodity group. Therefore we can suppress or delete the com- 
modity index. Our objective is to group together regions which 
simultaneously have similar export and import patterns as 
regards the given commodity. Each region may then be considered 
as a composite exporter and importer. 
Trade patterns may be characterized as structural pheno- 
mena and reformulated as bivariate probability distributions 
for which information theory concepts are applicable (e.g., 
Andersson & Persson, 1982; Batten, 1982). For a given commo- 
dity group, this type of probability distribution is comprised 
rs 
of a matrix Q = {q  where 
and where xrS denotes the flow between country r and s. The 
degree of dispersion or uncertainty in such a distribution may 
be calculated as Crsqrs log qrs. Transforming the matrix Q to 
another bivariate probability matrix Z then gives rise to the 
following information loss between Q and Z or change in the 
dispersion structure (see e.g., Snickars & Weibull, 3977): 3 
I (Q:Z) = C qrs log (qrS/zrS) 
r , sElR 
This type of measure will play a central role in the subsequent 
aggregation procedure. The aggregation of flows (r,s) to flows 
(R,S) gives us new probabilities 
3)This may be compared with the pracedure in (2.36). Observe 
that I(Q:Z) may also be interpreted as the information gain 
between Z and Q. 
Let 2 = {zRS} be an m x m-matrix and let the initial proba- 
bility array Q be an n x n-matrix with m < n. Then we can find 
a permutation matrix n x m such that 1) 
Every row of S has one unit element with all other elements 
being zeros. The non-zeros in each column show which elements 
are united into regional groups. 
Consider now an auxiliary matrix Z with dimension n x n, 
which is "information equivalent" with Z .  We may define Z as 
a matrix obtained by 
Min lzrS log zrs 
tzrsl 
subject to summation const.raints with regard to terms in Z which 
- 
are associated with terms in Z. In order to find an aggregate 
matrix z which has a "similar" structure to Q, we solve the 
following optimization problem (recalling the relation between 
Z and z): 
Min I(Q:Z) = Min Z qrs log (qrs/zrs) (3.8) 
where I(Q:Z) expresses the information loss between Q and Z 
caused by choosing Z instead of Q. As shown in Roy et a1 (1982) 
we can rewrite I (Q,Z) as follows: 
where n and m are the number of rows (and columns) in the initial 
and aggregate matrices respectively, and where d(1) is the I'th 
element in the diagonal matrix D such that 
1 ) sT denotes the transpose of S. 
In this -~ way I(Q:Z) is given as a direct function of the 
permutation matrix S. According to (3.10) this matrix is 
all we need in order to perform the aggregation. 
Observation 7: Suppose that we have obtained 
aggregate probabilities (share coefficients) 
z -RS Then I ' 
(i) L z ~ S / ~ ~ S  will represent 0:' as described 
r r s 
in (2.17) and (3.3) 
rs -RS rs (ii) L zi /zI will represent BI as described 
iE1 
4. AGGREGATION ALGORITHMS: Further Details 
In section 3.2 we described a procedure for aggregating 
commodities into classifications of commodity groups, aggrega- 
ting exporter and/or importer regions, and identifying universal 
commodity classifications in the following steps 
If we like, this sequence can be continued further to establish 
a globally universal commodity classification I*(*,*), for which 
we can carry out a regional aggregation as described in section 3.3. 
As an alternative, the procedure may start with a regional 
aggregation over a whole set of commodities, and thereafter con- 
struct I(R,S), I*(R,S), and eventually I*(*,*). Obviously, the 
search for universal classifications of different orders con- 
stitute a fundamental part of the aggregation. 
4.1 An Algorithm for Finding Universal Classifications 
For each pair (R,s) or (R,S) we are given a classification 
I(r,s) or I(r,S) for each rER. The set of such classifications 
is I (R,s) or I (R,S) . With regard to the pair (R,s) our objec- 
tive is to find one classification I*(R,s) that can universally 
represent all classifications in I(R,s). This problem is posed 
in (3.9) . Since the variables 8:; in (3.9) are either unity 
or zero, the expression for D can be modified in the following 
way : 
Let us introduce the variable aij = rS which is large 
'reij 
for those pairs (i,j) which are included in the same group in 
many classifications and small in the opposite case. We may 
say that aij is a measure of "closeness1' or ''similarity" as 
regards (i , j ) . We may now rewrite (4.1 ) once more 
The last term can obviously be omitted from the optimization, 
since it occurs in (4.1) as a constant. Hence, the objective 
is to minimize 
by selecting { B * ~ }  in an optimal way. ij 
Let the groups in classification I* = I*(R,s) be indexed 
by 1, ..., k, ..., N so that I* = {I lI...IIkI...)I and observe that 
*s 8 *' = 1 for i, jEIk and that €Ii = 0 otherwise. Then the mini- ij 
mization problem in (4.2) may be formulated as 
Max E L a - (N/~)zN: 
k i, jEIk ij 
where Nk is the number of elements in IkEI*. From formula (4.3) 
we can see that two forces are operating: the objective func- 
tion increases when the closeness component LLaij grows; the 
function also increases when L N ~  is reduced, i.e., when a uni- k 
form distribution is approached. N/2 defines the threshold of 
trade-off between the two conflicting goals. Having observed 
this we can replace the second term of (4.3) with a shift 
parameter 0 5 a 5 N which expresses a selected threshold 
value. We can replace the optimization problem in (4.3) with 
the maximization of 
If a = 0 U reaches its maximum when all elements are placed in 
one group, and conversely if a = N the maximum obtains when 
every group contains just one element. Evidently, a can be 
used as shift or search parameter which is adjusted to give us 
the desired number of groups. A convenient start value may be 
a = N/2. 
The algorithm consecutively unites individual elements 
or groups into gradually larger groups in such a way that the 
value of U increases for each change. This process is stopped 
when U does not show any further growth in value. The conver- 
gence of the process is guaranteed by the fact that U is 
bounded from above and at the same time monotonously non- 
decreasing. 
4.2 An Algorithm for Finding the Permutation Matrix S 
In (3.10) and (3.12) a permutation matrix is introduced. 
This transforms the initial trade pattern or disaggregated 
regional composition into an aggregate one. In (3.8) the 
solution was described as the outcome of the minimization of 
I(Q,Z) = L qrs log qrs - 
'IJ log [zIJ/d(1)d(~)l I,J 
The first term on the right hand side is not affected by the 
I )  N is the number of initial classifications. 
selection of 2, and can therefore be deleted. Bence, the prob- 
lem is reduced to the maximization of the second term. Recall- 
T ing that d(1) and d(J) are elements in the diagonal matrix S S 
we can formulate this reduced problem as maximization of 
where SI and SJ are the I'th and J'th column vectors of the 
matrix S, respectively. In (4.5) the objective is entirely 
expressed in the sought matrix S and the known matrix Q. By 
specifying the desired number of regions, i.e., the dimensions 
of the matrix Z, the function in (4.5) can be solved with some 
heuristic search procedure (see also Roy, Batten E Lesse, 1982). 
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